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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For many cable-stayed bridges in the u.s. and worldwide, large amplitude

vibration of cables due to wind-rain induced vibrations has been reported recently' This

issue has raised great concerns since excessive cable vibrations will be detiment¿l to the

iong-trrnl healttr-of bridges. To address this problem, countermeasures such as changing

the cable aerodynamic froperties, adding cròssing ties/spacers or providing mechanical

ãr-pr"r rt.ve bãen initiàted over the years to increase the cable damping'

The goal of this study is to develop the concept of-an adjustable Tuned Mass

Damper - MãgnetoRheologicäl (TMD-MR) damper system that can be adjusted to cope

with different externat toãaing' conditions. The TMD-MR damper system has two

combined advantages. First, as ã tUO, the TMD-MR damper system can be attached to

any place along thã cable. Meanwhile, by using MR fluids, the damping and/or stiffrtess

of the TMÞ-MR damper system is adjustable. Ãt a result, a high damping efficiency will

be achieved by overcoming the drawbacks of the frequency and/or mode sensitivity of

the traditional TMD dampJrs and the position restriction of the traditional MR dampers

in cable applications.

Experiments on MR dampers, cable-MR damper system, cable-TMD damper

system, and cable-TMD-MR damper system were carried out in the laboratory' MR

Oämper design and dynamic character-istics analysis of the cable-TMD-MR damper

system were performed. Major tasks are summarized below'

vibration control, MR fluids and MR dampers were reviewed.

was tested with different loading conditions'

vibration reduction effectiveness of MR dampers to the cable.

since appropriate MR du.pttt that meet the requirement of the TMD-MR damper

system were not commercially available'

Þ Theoretical discussion on the performance of the cable-TMD-MR damper

system was conducted.
f Dynamic characteristics of the cable-TMD-MR damper system were measured

to confirm its vibration reduction effectiveness to the cable.

In the conclusion, the research team strongly suggests that the proposed TMD-

MR damper system be further studied for field applications on actual cables. This damper

system is UetieveO to have addressed the low damping problem of cables practically and

cäst-effectively. Dynamic characteristics of the cable before and after the installation of

dampers shouíd bã monitored and compared to veriff the damping effectiveness in the

field study.



IDEA PRODUCT

This NCHRp-IDEA study has developed the concept of an adjustable Tuned

Mass Damper - MagnetoRheologicat (TMD-MR) damper system and demonstrated the

effectiveness of this damper in ieducing the cable vibration, regardless of the loading

conditions. This adjustabtè fUO-tUn damper has the combined advantages of both TMD

dampers and MR åu*p.tr. First, a TMD damper can be put any place along 
.;be 

cable,

wUióÌr overcomes the deficiency of conventional mechanical dampers; meanwhile, 1 
MR

damper can provide continuously adjustable damping and also it can change the stiffuess

in a small t-gr, which can help the whole system be effective under different vibration

frequencies. 45 u result, a high damping efficiency can be achieved regardless of both the

frequency/mode sensitivity õf the TMD dampers and the position restriction of the MR

dampers.

CONCEPT AND INNOVATION

Background

As one of the most common but damaging vibration phenomena, wind-rain

induced cable vibration has been reported worldwide (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al.

IggZ,Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999, Main and Jones 2001). Large-amplitude vibrations

on the order of I to 2 m of stay cables have been observed under certain combinations of
light rain and moderate wind speeds of about 10 to 15 m/s. Wind-rain induced cable

vibrations can cause fatigue problems and damage cable itself and connections at the

bridge deck and towers. This has raised great concerns in the bridge community and has

been- a cause of deep anxiety for the observing public. According to previous studies,

water rivulets on the upper windward surface and the formation of axial flow in the near

wake of the cables aré beüeved to be the main causes of wind-rain induced vibrations

(Matsumoto et a1., 1995).

To address this severe vibration problem, researchers and engineers have been

modestly successful by trial-and-error methods to increase the cable damping, such as by

treating cable surface in order to improve its aerodynamic properties (Flamand 1995,

phelan-et a\.2002), adding crossing ties/spacers (Langsoe and Larsen 1987) or providing

mechanical dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000).

Mechanical dampers have been proven a useful method to reduce cable vibration.

However, the reduction effect is not optimal since the traditional mechanical dampers

need to be inst¿lled close to the lower end of cables. TMDs can overcome this restriction

and they were experimentally investigated and recommended for cable vibration

reduction (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999). However, this recommendation was based on



the observed damping effect of TMD dampers on the free vibration of a cable in the fnst

mode. It has been fJund that the wind-raln cable vibrations are often related to higher

mode vibrations. Therefore, A TMD designed for the first mode vibration is most likely

not effective for higher mode vibrations slnce the TMD effectiveness is frequency/mode

sensitive.

Objectives

The objective of this study is to develop the concept of an adjustable TMD-MR

damper system that can be adjustld to deal with different cable vibrations, regardless of

the cable vibration frequency/mode. The adjustable TMD-MR damper system will be

designed using controllable MR fluids.

INVESTIGATION

I nvestigation APProach

As an important step of this study, a literature review was carried out in the area

of MR dampers, wind-rain induced cable vibration, cable dynamic characteristics and

other related topics.

To fully understand the dynamic characteristics of cable system with attached

TMD-MR dampers and for comparison consideration, it is very important to investigate

first the individual MR damper, pure cable dynamic properties, cable dynamic properties

with a TMD, and cable dynamic properties with a MR damper' Since no available

commercial MR damper, õuo match the experimental requirements, the investigation

,roop designed and mãnufactured two t)ryes of MR dampers. One of them was discarded

6.rurrr. oi its maintenance problem. Several scaled-down protot)æes o-f tLt second

design were manufactured with different sizes and one was chosen for the TMD-MR

Oamier system. Finally, under the guidance of some preliminary theoretical results,

dynamic óharacteristics of the cable system with the TMD-MR damper hung on the cable

were investigated experimentally.

lnvestigation of lndividual MR Dampers

MR controllable fluids are among those new materials introduced into civil

engineering applications in recent years. MR fluids typically consist of micron-sized,



magnetically polarizable particles dispersed in a carrier medium such as water, mineral or
silicone oil. An essential characteristic of MR controllable fluids is their ability to
reversibly change from a free-flowing, linear viscous fluid to a semi-solid with
conhollable yield strength in milliseconds when exposed to a magnetic field. MR fluids
appear to be athactive for civil engineering applications in controllable fluid dampers
because their large ouþut forces, stable performance to temperature variations and
impurities, low power supply requirement, and quick response (Carlson 1994, Carlson
and Weiss 1994, Carlson et al. 1995).

Thougb the researches and applications of MR dampers have attracted much
attention in civil engineering community, the main previous effort focuses on sffuctures
control under seismic excitation. To the investigators' knowledge, there are just a few
publications and online resources about the use of MR dampers to reduce the cable
vibrations (Johnson 1999a and 1999b, Lou et al. 2000, Christenson 2002). The Dongting
Lake Bridge that was built two years ago in China is the first application of MR dampers
for cable vibration control. There is an ongoing similar application for Sutong Bridge
over the Yangtze River in China (Lord Corporation, 2004). The Sutong Bridge will be the
longest cable stayed bridge in the world with a span length of 1088 m.

Two models of MR dampers from Lord Corporation were tested to obtain their
performance curves before they were used to reduce cable vibration. Some relative
parameters provided by the company are listed in Table 1. Experiments on the RD-1097-
01 MR damper are presented in detail because its ouþut damping force is more suitable
for the present cable application than RD-1005-3.

Table 1: Basic Data for MR damper from Lord Corporation

RD-1005-3 RD-1097-01

Maximum Extension (mm) 53 58

Body Diameter (mm) 4t 32

Weight (N) I 5

ElecFical Characteristics :

Input Current (continuous)

Input Current (intermittent)

1 amps maximum

2 amps maximum

0.5 amps maximum

1.0 amps maximum

Damper Force:

2 inlsec at I amp

8 ir/sec at 0 amp

>2224N I >98N
I<667N I <9N



A Universal Test Machine (uTM) 5P was used to investigate the tw9 
-dampers 

as

shown in Photograph 1. This *uclint has a maximum output force of 5kN' Dampers

were tested vertically i; th. machine frame using a displacement control method with

amplitude of 10mm or Smm. The force and displácement time series data were read by

tn.ï"*p"t r controlled data acquisition system every 0'01 or 0'02 seconds' Generally'

ãpr¡tnàots stopped automaticaliþ after 2Ó cycles. The velocity of the MR damper was

oULineA mm itre displacement with a forward-difference approximation' -{1 gnere

meter and a Wonder Bäx device contoller were connected in series with the MR damper

to measure and adjust the current in the MR damper' Different experimental parameters

were considered inciu¿ing different working temperatures, loading wave tlTes, loading

frequencies and currents provided to the MR dampers'



(a) Damper and Wonder Box Device Controller

(b) RD-1005-3 in Loading Frame

Photograph 1: Damper and Loading Set-up

MR Damper Performance with Different Currents

Effects of electric currents inside the MR damper on the damper performance are

discussed in this part. Eight current levels were considered as 04, 0.054, 0.14, 0.154,
0.24, 0.34, 0.44 and 0.54. Presented here are some typical performance curves under a
sine-loading wave with a constant loading frequency of lHz, amplitude of 10mm, and an

experiment temperature of 20oC.



FromFig'1(a),wecanobservethatthemaximumouþutdampingforceisabout
lqN with a current of 04, which is caileJ passive mode of the MR damper' and about

gON when the cuneni inrr.uræ to 0.504. iherefore, thg ratio between the peak ouþut

damFing force at the ma:rimum current to the òne at passive mode, or called the dynamic

range of the MR d;p;it ã. rie. 1(b) shows that the curve of displacement versus

output damping for..-ä aímost a re-ctangle. fto. the point of view of energy dissipation'

the larger displacement-force curve loop can dissipatã mo'e energy since the- area of the

loop represents the r"*gy ãissipated d$h t'.fà. Therefore., with a larger current' the

MR damper.* ¿irr'uuiJ;;;;;ngy for each cycle. According to Fig. 1(c), the curve

of the velocity "*rr| 
rfr. 

"rrput 
da:áping force can bg lguChlv 

expressed with some

piecewise linear n o"tionr. iro'o fig. "t(U), the relationihip curve between the

displacement unO uJfä.ity it uf-or, uoãUiptè,ãs we expected' The relationship between

the maximum orr,p"iãutípine iot.t and thå current input is plotted in Fig' 2'
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MR Damper Pertormance with Different Frequencies

Effects of the loading frequencies on the damper performance are discussed in

this part. Five loading frequãncitt ut. chosen as 0.5, 1,2, 2.5 and 5Hz. The currents

inside the MR dampeî chosen to discuss are indicated in the following figures' All the

other parameters are the same as in the previous section. In the following flgures, "D"

means diSplaCement, "F" means OUþut damping fOrCe, and "V" means veloCity'

It can be observed from Fig. 3 that with the increase of the current, the effect of

loading frequency on the ouþut damping force-displacement relationship decreases'

Howeier, as shown i" fig.4, the damping force-velocity relationship is more sensitive to

the loading frequencY'
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MR Damper Pertormance with Different LoadÍng Waves

Effects of loading types (simulated using different loading waves) on the damper

performance are discussed in this part. Three loading waves are chosen as sine, triangle
and pulse tvaves as shown in Fig. 5(a). All the other experimental parameters are the

same as in the previous section, unless specified differently. In the following figures, the

current is 0.44 and the loading frequency is lHz.

We can observe from Fig. 5(b) that the conesponding ouþut damping force of the

triangle-loading wave is less than that of the sine-loading wave. For the pulse-loading

wave, the ouþut damping force is also in the form of a pulse wave. From Fig. 5(c), we

can observe that, in the case of the pulseJoading wave, the displacement-force curve is a

curved quadrangle that is much smaller than the rectangular curves of the other two
loading cases. Since the peak velocity of the pulse-loading wave is much larger than (and

is thus out of range of¡ the other two cases, the corresponding curve of the pulse-loading

wave is not plotted in Fig. 5(d) and 5(e). From these two figures, it can be observed that
the velocity-force curve of the sine-loading wave is flatter than that of the triangle-
loading wave. 1as sIipse displacement-velocity curve loop for the sine-loading wave is

larger than that of the triangle-loading wave.
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M R D am per Pertorm a nce with Different Tem peratu res

Effects of working temperatrres on the damper performance are discussed in this

part. The experimental æmperatrne$ were set to OoC, 10oC, 20oC, 30oC, 40oC and 50oC'

îhe currents and frequenciãs were varied the same way as in the previous tests. Only the

sineJoading wave was investigated.

We-can observe from Fig. 6 that temperature does have some effect on the

performance curve of the MR damper. With the increase of the temperature, the ouþut

ãamping force decreases nonlinearly. The damping force-displacement curves of

temiera:tures at goC, 10oC and 20oC cluster into one group and the other three cases'

30oð, 40oC and 50oC into another group. Similar observations can be made from the

velocity-force curves as shown in Fig. 7, but not as obvious as that in Fig' 6' More

experimental results are given in Appendix A.
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Cable Vibration Gontrol with MR Dampers

Scaling Theory for Model Cable

Generally speaking sç¿ling factors should be decided based on scaling principles

to maintain the similarities between the prototype cable and the test model. However, it is

not entirely possible to achieve these similarities for all the parameters' Several different

scaling criieria have been proposed for model experiments in the literature. Since there is

a widã range of actual cable parameters, and there is no particular protot)?e in this

investigation, we just nsed to veriry that the corresponding prototype stay cable is not too

abnormal from the "averaged" value. As stated in Tabatabai and Mehrabi's (1999) report,

the average length and outside diameter of cables in their database are 128 and 0.182

meters. The minimum, maximum, and average inclination angles ate 19,82, and 38

degrees, respectively. The minimum and average fi¡st mode frequencies are

approximatety O.ZølHz and 1.15H2, respectively. The scaling criterion used here is pretty

much the same as that of Tabatabai and Mehrabi's (1999), meaning that the scaling factor

for velocity between the prototype and the model is I and for the length dimension is n,
namely 8 in the present study. Based on these two scaling factors, scaling factors for

other àssociated parameters can be calculated by physical relationships. Table 2 provides

information for the model cable parameters used in the present experimental studies.

Parameters for the corresponding prototype cable can be calculated using Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2: Typical Model Parameters

Frame Distance (l) 7.0 m Frame Height (h) 1.40 m

Cable Length (L) 7.16 m Cable Angle (a) 11.27'

Cable Area (A) 98.7 mm2 Axial Stess (o) 162.7 Mpa

Cable Number (N) Axial Force (T)+ 16064.5 N

t: These parameters may change according to different experiments.
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Tabte 3: Dynamic Scaling Relationships (Tabatabai and Mehrabi, 1999)

Parameter
Scaling factor (model/

orotoWpe)

Dimension lln
Area lln'

Volume l/n'
Youns's Modulus
Material Sfrensth I

DensiW I
Poisson's Ratio I
Damnine Ratio I
Sprine Constant l/n

Mass l/n'
Signal Frequency n

Dvnamic Time l/n
Disolacement lln

VelociW I

Acceleration n

Stress I

Strain I
Force l/n'

Energy l/n'

Iesú Seúup and EquiPments

Fig. I shows the setup of the cable model system. The one süand steel stay cable

is compoúd of seven wires with a cross section of 98.7mm2. Both ends of the cable are

anchor;d to the frame with different heights and the two ends can be considered as fxed.

Since the lower end goes though a hydraulic jack before it is anchored, an adjustable

tension force can be put on the cable. Nine tension forces are chosen to measure the

vibration control effeót of the added MR damper under diffe¡ent tension forces. The

geometric relation of some specific points is shown in the figure. As indicated in the

figure, point D is the middle p;int, B ãnd F are the l/4ú points, and C and E are the other

ttío f ¡Ek points of the stretched cable. Those points are installation positions for external

vibration loadings, the damping device and the measuring sensors.

photographs 2 through 7 show the equipments used in the experiment studies.

V40B vibratoi an¿ PAIOOE CE amplifier purchased from Ling Dynamic Systems Ltd

were used to generate and ampliff the forced vibration. Hydraulic jack was used to

provide axial tension force. PCB model 352C22 accelerometers and model480821 signal

õonditioner purchased from PCB Piezotronics Inc., and Photon data acquisition from

Dactron Incorporated were used to measure, ampliff and acquire the acceleration signals,

respectively. Photograph 8 shows the damper connected to the cable.
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7.0m

Fig. 8: Experimental Cable Setup

Photograph 2: Hydraulic Jack
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Photoeraph 3: Vibrator

Photograph 4: Amplifier for Vibrator
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Photograph 5:
Accelerometer -

Photograph 6:
Signal Conditioner

Photograph 7:
Data Acquisition
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Experimental Results

Frequency Characteristics of Stay Cable

Before installing the damper, a mass weighted 93.4N was hung at the middle

point .D' to give the ca6le a free vibration by cutting the chord connecting the mass. The

äcceleration iime histories at points 'B' and 'D' were measured by two accelerometers

and collected by a Photon@ dãta acquisition system. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)

of those time Íristory data was carried out to form the frequency spectra' From the

frequency spectra, the basic natural frequency of the cable without damper was obtained

u, 8.g3tt, with a cable axial tension force of 16.06KN. Since the scaling factor used is

eight (8), the frequency of the prototype should correspondingly be 1.1'2H2, which is

within the reasonable range of the actual cable frequency (Tabatabai et al. 1998)'

Theoretically, the cable natural frequency can be calculated by the following equations

(Irvine 1981):

Photograph I MR Damper Connected with Cable and Ground

tan(a I 2) = {t I 2 - (4.0 / l)(o I Ð3 (1)
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o=2tJLf ,t{m

f, =¡msLcos(a)t, t l!!-' T IEA
,mglcos(a),,\----;-/L"=e+j-)L

(2)

(3)

(4)

in which, E is the Young's modulus, I is the tension force, L is the cable length, ø is
the inclined angle, d is the deformed cable length (Assumed as a parabolic deflected

shape), I is the øoas section are4 nr is the mass per unit length, andl2 is proportional
to the ratio of the axial stiffrress to the geomeüic stiffress. It is a non-dimensional
parameter to describe the cable dynamic behavior.

5000 1mü) 15000 æ000 25m0 300(n

T.ß¡on Fom (N)

Fig. 9: The Cable Natural Frequencies

From Eqs. (l)-(4), the frequency f can be calculated as 10.08H2, which is
L2.9% higher than the experimental result. If the tension force is changed, the natural
frequency of the cable will also change. The theoretical and experimental frequencies
versus tension forces are plotted in Fig. 9.

Free Vibration

After testing the pure cable, the MR damper was then connected to point 'B' to
reduce the cable vibration. The acceleration time history of point 'D' is plotted in Fig. 10,
in which all the data are normalized for the convenience of comparison. It can be
observed from Fig. lO(a) that even if there is no current provided, the damper provides
very large damping so that it reduces the cable vibration efficiently, Fig. 10(b) shows
when the current reaches 0.14, the acceleration response is reduced more quickly than
the 0A case. Fig. 10(c) shows the acceleration time history data with currents of 0.lA and
0.24 from 0 to 1.5 seconds. It can be observed that the damper with 0.24 current reduces

1¿l

12

lto
t_

$'
Is6

a
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the vibration slightly more efficient than that of 0.lA case at the beginning when

vibration is largJ unâ is almost the same after 0.5 second when the vibration is small.

This is because, on one hand, when the measured signals are small, the relative error due

to the noise is larger. on the other hand, since the MR damper can be considered as a

Bingham elementlt needs a larger force (or vibration) to overcome the Coulomb friction

to iutl and push üre darrper lhrn the cunent becomes larger. If the driving force

proiid.d Uy ìne cable vibiation is not enough, the MR damper will work as a fixed

roppott (oilocked). ln that case, the damping effect under different currents beyond a

critical current will not differ much.
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Fig. 10: Acceleration Response of Cable with MR Damper
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Forced Vibration

For the forced vibration, instead of using a hanging mass, a shaker (vibrator)

working as an excitation source was put 0.18m away from the low end of the cable. It is
2.3Yo of the whole cable length.

Fig. 11 shows the acceleration response with a LlHz sine wave excitation' From

this figure, it is observed that the stable cable vibration with a damper of 0.lA current is

much iess than that without damper. The ratio of the peak value between the case of 0.lA
current and no daryeris about 14.

Fig. 12 shows the peak acceleration response of different cases. In Fig. 12(a), the

acceleratiõn is normalized with the peak acceleration of the case without damper for each

excitation frequency. This figure shows that the effect of reduction is much better at the

9Hz excitation, which corresponds to the resonant frequency of the cable system. When

the excitation frequency is away from this resonant frequency, the reduction efficiency

decreases correspondingly. Fig. 12(b) shows more clearly the high reduction efficiency

around the resonant frequency for each current, and the resonance frequency increases

slightly with the increase of current. This means that the stiffrress of the damper increases

with the damper current so that the natural frequency of the cable-damper system

becomes larger. This phenomenon is similar to the case when a conventional viscous

damper was added to the cable end (Main and Jones 2002a,2002b). More experiment¿l

results are given in Appendix B.
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Fis. l1: Cable Acceleration Response under Forced Vibration
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Gable Vibration Gontrol with TMD-MR Dampers

Concept and Principle of T¡llD'MR Damper

TMDdampershavebeenusedextensivelyinstructuralvibrationcontrol.The
concept of vibration t*ttot by TMD dampers .T !9 stated as follows' The interaction

Urt ur.n any two elastic bodieõ can be repråsented with a two-mass system shown-in Fig'

13. Under the excitation of a si¡usoidaiforce Fsin(at) acting on mass l, the vibration

amplitudes of this two-mass system are derived as

Fmrall
Xt=

' "'z- nz (1\
, Xz=

(k', + k, - *rø')(k, - mrat'¡ - kl

where ,',,=k',f m, and ali,'-- =krl*r, It can be seen from Eq' (5) that when ø'^,2. 
= (DZ ,

the vibration amplitude of Mass 1 vanishes with

be Xr=Flkz.
Xr = 0 and the amplitude of Mass 2 will

Fmr(ol2,r-a2) _ _

flr¡ t - *ro¡')(k, - mrot'¡ - kl

ManY Pairs of comPonents on the

bridge can be visualized as this two-mass

systèm, such as cable-deck/tower pair. If
the frequencies of the cable and the

deck/tower are close to excitation

frequency o), the energy of brid,se

vibiation corresponding to that particular

frequency ø will be passed to the cable.

This energy could be a large amount

compared to the masses of cables'

Theiefore, the natural frequency of
cables should be designed away from the

significant frequencies of the bridge to

avoid resonant vibrations.

The basic concept of cable vibration control by using TMD-MR damper is similar

to the TMD control as shown in Fig. 14 where the cable mass and the TMD mass

represent mr and m2, r€spectively, as ãiscussed above. The MR damper will provide an

adlustable damping and stiffrresr. Whtn MR dampers are not used in Fig' 14, then it is

called TMD system, otherwise it is called TMD-MR system. The developed TMD-MR

damper system will then be installed on the cable as shown in Fig' 15'

Since the cable vibration is a very complicated phenomenon and there is not only

one natural frequency for the vibration mechanism, the supplemental damping of MR

damper to the TivfD-MR damper system can provide several advantages for the vibration

conúol strategy. The first is tire fiøp functión and is called TMD component hereafter'

Fsin(c¡t)

Fig. 13: A Two-mass SYstem
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When the cable natural frequency changes, the MR damper can help adjust the natural
frequency of the TMD-MR damper system to trace the resonant excit¿tion frequency so

that the TMD-MR damper can be effective for a range of cable vibrations. The second is

the MR damper function and is called MR component hereafter. When there are more
than one dominating cable natrual frequencies or when it is hard to tune the TMD
frequency to a specific value, MR component can still hope to work effectively since it
can provide considerable ouþut damping force and its damping efficiency is relatively
frequency insensitive as observed earlier. More importantly, the MR damper can still
work as a passive damper when the control süategy fails.

MR fluids that
can change
to semlsolid .

Fig. 14: Sketch of TMD-MR Damper System

Excitation from tower -sb I

ù,..-r/ Æ"I X /,1"s

Frequency co

Excitation from deck

Cut to clip on cable

I
V

Fis. 15: Sketch of Cable Vibration Conhol
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Adjustable TMD-MR DamPer Design

None of the companies we contacted has available MR dampers with small force

and size to match the moiel cable used in the present investigation. Therefore, we need to

design and manufacture those dampers outseþes. Two pressure driven flow modes with

different sizes were designed and one of them was chosen for the TMD-MR damper

system, and one type of ãirect shear mode was designed and discarded because of the

maintenance probl,ern, such as oil leaking. Generally, MR damper design consists of fwo

steps: geometry aesign and magnetic circuit design. The main design process' which

foliows-lord Cbrpora:tion Engineering Note (1999), is summarized in the Appendix C for

reference.

Based on the information of Appendix c, more design cases are compared

virnrally and the following two optimal ãèsigns are chosen for comparison as listed in

Table 4. ett the length *it, in Table 4 are millimeter. The definitions of rr to î4 ãra

marked in Fig. 16.

Table 4: Design Parameter for Pressure I)riven Flow Damper (unit: mm)

Fig. 16 shows the sketch of the assembled shaft and sleeve. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18

show the details of the sleeve and the shaft of the first design case in Table 4'

Designed Data

rr 12 13 r4 t g L d
t,

(pa)

Ì1

1Pa' 
s,

Type I l0 I 7.6 3 2 0.4 I t0 45000 4

Type 2 l0 I 7.5 4 2 0.5 1.5 10 45000 8

Calculated Data

F

" [N) 4 c*l /,

Type I 86.2 6.8 12.7

Type2 42.7 3.7 I1.5
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Fig. 16: Sketch for Designed MR Damper
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Fig. l7: Details of the Designed Sleeve
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Fie. 18: Details of the Desisned Shaft

Cabte-TMD-MR SysÚem; Theoretical Analysis

Problem Statement

To study the cable-TMD-MR system theoretically, the effect of gravity is

neglechd and a horizontal cable configuration is chosen for simplicity. The problem

under consideration is depicted in Fig. lg. e TMD-MR damper system is hung on the

cable at an intermediate point, dividing the cable into two segments. Without losing

generality, we assume 4) l. For the considered problem, the following assumptions afe

made:

l) The tension force in the cable is large compared to its self-weight, so the vertical sag is

small and can be neglected.

2) The bending stiffrress and internal damping of the cable is small.

3) The deflection is small so that the secondary tension force caused by cable deflection

is neglected.

4) The TMD-MR damper is modeled as an equivalent system with a spring parallel with

a dashpot.

oooa
o

Fig. 19: Cable-TMD-MR SYstem Model
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With these given conditions, the following partial differential equation is satisfied
over each segment of cable:

-ô'ro@rJ\ = *ô'rrþr,t) (6)' ôrî ôt2

where I is the axial tension force in the cable; z is the mass per unit length; .r, is the

coordinate along the cable of the É th segment and v is the transverse deflection. A
nondimensional time r = o)"t is inüoduced to simpliff the expression, and

a4 = Qr I L)"m is the fundamental natural frequency of the cable. Solution for this

equæionis discussed in Appendix D.

Numerical Examples

According to Appendix D, when all the other parameters are specified for a
particular cable, the nondimensional complex eigenvalue s in Eq. (D-12) of Appendix D
can be solved by the Newton iteration method. Then the system damping ( that is defined
in Eq. (D-13) can be obtained. This information can be used to guide the TMD-MR
design as shown below.

Incidences of wind-rain induced vibrations have been widely reported to be
detrimental to cables of cable-stayed bridges recently (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al.
1992).In the following discussions, the emphasis is placed on the wind-rain vibration
issues. Irwin (1997) proposed the following criterion to control the wind-rain induced
cable vibration,

S"=(>a (7)
PD'

where ,S" is the Scruton number; P is the mass density of air; D is the outside diameter

of cable; and a is the limiting value for Scruton number, The relationship in Eq. (7) can
be rewritten as

ç r-ÈL =o (8)mp
where the mass parameter p is define d as p = ml PDz . Therefore, to meet the above

stated criterion, the damping ratio of the cable needs to meet the requirement of Eq. (8).
Based on available test results,Irwin (1997) proposed a minimum ø of 10.

The modal damping of a stay-cable is composed of the inüinsic damping and the
additional damping provided by damping devices. The former is typically low and cannot
be reliably estimated. In this calculation, the inhinsic damping of the cable is
conservatively ignored. The following example is used for demonstrating a preliminary
design process.
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This example was also used by Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000)' Assume that a

cable with the properties listed in Table 5 is in need of a TMD-MR damper to suppress

wind-rain induced vibrations. To design a TMD-MR damper with its frequency tuned to

the first mode, the following process can be followed'

1) Determine the demanding modal damping ratio

Since the mass parameter p can be calculated as ¡t=mf ent =L747 , the

demanding modal damping is determined from Eq' (8) as'

Ç, > þ I P =lol|747 = o'0057 = o'57o/o (e)

2) Determine the TMD-MR parameters

Since the TMD-MR damper is tuned to the first mode, it is placed at the mid-span

to achieve the best control effect. Then, following the common practice, the.mass ratio of

the TMD-MR damper is chosen as 2o/o,from which the mass of the damper is determined

as
M =2o/o* L* m = 0.02* 93 * I14.09 = 2l2.2kg (10)

The frequency ratio between the cable frequency and damper frequency is then

chosenapproximatetyasP=l,}sinceitisafundamentalmodetuning,fromwhichthe
stiffrress of the TMD-MR damper can be determined as

*=rÇF*)z =2r2.2*,#tm )2 =6403'3N/m (rr)

By solving the cable equations in Appendix D, the relationship between the

damper dâmping ratio Ç and system modal damping ratio (, i'e', the design aid curve' can

be develope¿ as sttown in Fig. 20(a) for the first mode tuning. shown in the figure are

also the curves for a few *oã., *ìttt o¿a numbers since the damper placed at the mid-

span has no effect on the vibration of modes with even numbers (these mode shapes have

zero values at the mid-span point). This figure is then referred to determine the equivalent

damping ratio for the MR áu*prr. If an actual first system modal damping Çt=lo/o is

chosen so that a safety factor of l%10.57%ó=1.75 can be achieved, the equivalent

Table 5: Properties of example cable

m (kg'mt)
5.017'r'l
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damping ratio ( is thus obtained from Fig. 20(a) as 2.6%by interpolation method. Once

the required equivalent damping ratio ( of the MR damper is known, a preliminary

design for the MR damper (such as its MR liquid and current) can be performed (Li et al

2000), which is out of the scope of this work.

For the same cable, if the damper is located atthe l/4ú point of the cable length to
target the second mode vibration control, the stiffrress of the damper is determined as,

¡ = +u (fffr -- 4* z!**.#,m )z = 256t3.2N / m (t2)

Then, similarly, Fig. 20(b) is referred to determine the equivalent damping for the

MR damper. It is notã¿ ttrat the damper located at the 1/4ü point of the cable length has

no effect on the vibration of the fourth mode (this mode shape has zero value at the 1/4û

point of the cable length). An actual modal damping Çz=lo/o is also chosen so that

equivalent damping ratio ( is obtained from Fig. 20(b) as 254%.

In addition to the wind-rain induced cable vibration, other types of cable

vibrations such as those due to vortex excitation, galloping,'etc. are also concemed.

However, if a target cable damping ratio is defined for those specific þpes of vibrations,
the design process proposed here is also applicable. For a refined optimal design, much
more calculation is necessary to construct design curves that relate the damping ratio of
the TMD-MR to the system modal damping of the cable-damper system under different
parameters. Simultaneous multimode cable vibration control and adaptive control also

deserve further studies, which will be pursued by the writers once the basic behavior of
the cable-TMD-MR system is fully understood.
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Cable-TM D-M R Sysúem; Experi ments

General Discussion

After the TMD-MR darnper was designed, it was installed on the cable with a

tension force of 16.06 kùI. The parameters of the cable-TMD-MR damper system are

listed in Table 6. Since adding MR damper would affect the natural frequency of the
TMD-MR damper system, the frequency of TMD damper was designed as about 7Hz,
which is less than the cable natural frequency 8.93H2, obtained from previous
experiments for a tension force of 16.06 kN. One accelerometer was put on the cable and
the other one on the outside circle of the TMD-MR damper so that the acceleration of
both the cable and the TMD-MR damper can be measured as shown in Photograph 9.

Since just the relative value of the cable acceleration with or without the TMD-MR
damper was concerned, the unit of the measured acceleration is chosen as the unit of
electronic signal volts. However, it is easy to change the electronic unit to the kinematics
unit since 9.84mV equals to 1.0g according to the sensor specifications. Two baffles were
installed on the cable to prevent the out of plane vibration of the TMD-MR damper.

Photograph 9: TMD-MR Damper on the Cable

The following figures are results with a tension force of 16.06kN. Fig.2l shows
the acceleration time history of the cable. It is observed that when there is no damper
attached on the cable, the vibration is the largest. When the TMD or TMD-MR damper is
attached on the cable, the cable vibration is reduced to different extents. From Fig. 22 and
Table 7, ,we can find that the TMD-MR damper can reduce the cable vibration down to
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abotú Z0o/o from the power spectral density (PSD) perspective. It is verified again that

there is some saturatiån .ffrrt, as the reduciion effecìs are pretty close for the.g'l5A and

0,24 cases. We can obrr*, fiom Fig. 23 thatwith the increase of current inside the MR

damper, the vibratiorrã.rrrur6 for bãtn the cable and the TMD-MR damper' This means

that the existence or the MR damper also helps reduce the TMD vibration' The reduction

effect of p're TMD iS ¡"t*"* that of the ft'tD-Un damper with 0A cunent and 0'054

current. From Fig. Z¡Ot, *t can also observe that the TMD damper vibrates the largest

in the case of cable with TMD only, which means that the cable vibration has been

transferred to the TMD vibration.

Table 7: Cable vibration Reduction by TMD and TMD-MR Damper

(Ratios of Controlled over uncontrolled vibration)

Table 6: Parameters of cable-TMD-MR Damper Experiments

TMD-MRDamPer Mass Upner Spring Stiffness Lower Spring Stiffness

0.3175 Ke 304.5 N/m 481.25 N/m

Cable-TMD-MR SYstem TMD-MR Location Freouencv Ratio Mass Ratio

Middle of the cable or
noint "D" in Fie. 8

t.27 0.06

Parameters Variation
Range

Tension ftN) Cunent in MR damPer Confiol Experiments

I 2.85-32. I 3 0-0.204 No damper, TMD onlY
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Vibration Energy Transfer

From the perspective of energy, the goal of structural control is using control

device to absorb and dìssipate the structural vibration energy. In the following figure that

is based on TMD only (without MR damper), we are going to discuss more about the

vibration energy transfer with free vibration results.
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From Fig. 24, it can be observed that there are two PSD peaks for each cable

tension force. One peak is related to the natural frequency of the TMD damper and the

other is related to the natural frequency of the cable. With the increase of the tension

force, the natural frequencies of both the cable and the TMD damper increase. This

means that the measured cable frequency and TMD damper frequency are not pure cable

frequency and pure TMD damper frequency any more. The frequency of cable has

included the influence of the TMD damper and vice verse. As shown in Fig. 24(a), take

cable force of 25.9 kN for example, the vibration energy mostly cenftalizes around the

natural frequency of the cable (around I 1.09 Hz) and the energy corresponding to the

TMD damper natural frequency is pretty small (around 7.0H2). However, in Fig. 24(b),

the vibration energy around the natural frequency of the TMD damper (around 7.0H2)

__l
-+Tension=19.3KN
.+Tension=22.5KN

-*Tension=25.9KN
-+-Tension=28.7KN
--r-Tension=32.1KN

nx

¡å----- -.a/3lJ'/-\'/ \i-\
78910111213
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dominates and the energy conesponding to the cable natural frequency (around 11.09 Hz)

is significantly less, wñicn lTtt*t thut tht energy has transferred from the cable to the

TMD damper.

Frequency Shift

Adding dampers to the cable will always affect the cable natural frequency. Main

and Jones (ZfOZ) discussed the shift of cable hequency du9 t9 the supplemental v-iscous

Ou*p.r*- À.oráing to the experimental results, adding TMD-MR or TMD will also

affect the natural frequency of tttt cable' From Table 8, we can see that by adding the

TMD damper, the freiuency of the cable-TMD system is less than that of the pure cable,

though the frequency shift is small.

Tabte 8: Frequency Shift of Cable-TMD System

Factors Affecting Vibration Reduction Effect

As stated earlier, adding TMD-MR damper not only improves the cable da-mping,

but also changes the natural frequency of the cable system. The mass of the TMD-MR

damper used in this experimentai study is about 6% of the entire cable weight.Fig.25

plots the maximum acceleration of different cable experimental setups. Table 9 defines

ih. curc number that is shown as the X-axis in Fig. 25 and the corresponding

experimental setuP.

Table 9: Experiment Setup in Figure 25

tached to cable with a current of 0'054'

The following observations can be made from Fig. 25 according to the different

ranges of excitation irequencies. It is noted that after the installation of the MR damper,

the TMD-MR natural fiequency is different from that of TMD only (7 Hz)' When the

excitation frequency equalì to j Hz and 6 Hz, which is away from the natural frequency

of both the caùle lauouì 9 Hz) and rhe TMD-MR damper (about 8 Hz), the best vibration

reduction occurs in the case of the passive TMD-MR damper (with 0A current, Case 3)

for both the cable and the TMD-MR vibration. V/ith the current inside the MR damper

increases, the cable vibration increases from 0A case to 0.054 case and keeps almost the

Tension (kN) 19.3 22.5 25.9 28.7 32.1

Freouencv ofoure cable (Hz) 10.16 10.94 t1.72 t2.5 13.13

Freouencv of cable-TMD (Hz) 9.84 t0.47 I1.09 r 1.88 12.5

Case Number I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Experiment
Cases

No
damner

TMD only
Passive
la= 0A)

A=0.054r a=0.104 a=0.154 a=0.204
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same rffhen the current changes from 0.054 to 0.204, This observation verifies that larger
current in the MR damper does not guarantee better vibration control effect for the cable.
This phenomenon is due to several reasons. First, when the exciøtion frequency is away
from the cable frequency and the TMD-MR damper frequency, the cable vibration is
small so that the control effect of TMD-MR damper is also small. Second, a larger
current in the MR damperwill increase the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper so
that the stiffness change effect of the TMD-MR damper, which enlarges the cable
vibration in these cases, is larger than the reduction effect due to its increase in damping.
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0.014
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0.01

0.008
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0.002

0

345
Different Vibration Cases

(a) Cable

oo

x(E
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0.016

0.014

0.012
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0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

0

Difierent Vibration Cases

(b) TMD-MR Damper

Fig. 25: Maximum Acceleration of Cable-TMD-MR System under Different
Experiment Setup (a) Cable, (b) TMD-MR
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When the excitation frequency reaches 7 Hzthat is close to the TMD frequency' a

significant vibration is observed in the damper. When the excitation frequency reaches 8

Hã, the most noticeable reduction of vibration is the TMD only case (Case 2). In this

case, the cable vibration is reduced to ITYo of-that of the passive cable-TMD-MR case

(Case 3). The TMD damper vibration in Case 2 is also less than that of Case 3. This is

because üre TMD nuto*t frequency is very close to the exciøtion frequency and the

TMD damper achieves its optimal vibration reduction effect. With this excitation

frequency, the cable vibration inueases slightly with the increase of the MR damper

cunent until the current reaches 0.154. The TMD-MR damper vibration reduces from 0A

to 0. l0A and increases a litle from 0, l0A to 0.204.

In all the above cases, the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural

frequency so that the cable vibration is not very large even if there is no supplemental

damper. Wttrn the excitation frequency reaches 9 Hz or l0Hz,the pure cable vibration is

aboút t or 2-order larger than thãt with excitation frequency arüay from the cable natural

frequency, The effeci of the TMD-MR damper becomes obvious in these resonant

vibiationcases. The vibration of the cable for the passive TMD-MR damper case (Case 3)

is close to that of TMD only case (Case 2) and much smaller than that of pure cable case

without dampers (Case l). Increase of the current from 0A to 0'054 leads to a smaller

cable vibration, from 0.054 to 0.104 leads to a little larger cable vibration and from

0.104 to 0.204leads to an almost constant cable vibration. Comparing these 9 Hz and l0
Hz cases with those of 5 Hz and 6 Hz, it is observed that the current in the MR damper

corresponding to the best reduction effect increase from 0A to 0.054 and the current

conesponding to the beginning of saturation increases from 0.054 to 0.104. This

observation sho*s that TMD-MR damper is more suitable for reducing large cable

vibration.

Some observations made above are summarized below'

l) Effect of excitation frequencY

The relationships among the natural frequencies of the cable, the TMD-MR

damper, and the excitaiion forces will affect the cable response significantly. When the

exciiation frequency is away from that of the cable and the TMD-MR damper, the cable

vibration is nõt hrge, and the TMD=MR damper will reduce the cable vibration mainly

depending on the MR .o*ponent with two effects - providing additional damping and

stiifness. When the MR component is in its passive mode, it provides damping and very

small additional stiffness. However, when the current in the MR component increases,

the stifftess and so the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper changes, and so does

the cable natural frequency. This change may cause the cable to vibrate more since the

stiffrress change effecì may be larger than the increased damping effect. That may help to

explain the observation that the cable vibration reduction effect gets worse with an

inóreased current in Fig. 25. Therefore, when the vibration is small, the TMD-MR

damper should be set to its passive mode'
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When the exciøtion frequency is close to the TMD-MR damper while still away
from the cable frequency, the cable vibration will be damped out mainly due to the TMD
component. However, the vibration of the TMD-MR damper may still hard to tell
because of the following reasons. On one hand, the vibration of TMD-MR should be
large because.it absorbs the cable vibration energy, while on the other hand" the vibration
of TMD-MR damper would be small because the MR damper can dissipate energy. The
actual vibration of the TMD-MR damper depends on the balance of these two effects.
When the excitation frequency is close to cable natural frequency, both the TMD
component and the MR component of the TMD-MR damper system can work efficiently
so that the vibrations of both the cable and the TMD-MR are reduced

2) TMD component versus MR component of TMD-MR system

The observation of test results suggests that the TMD-MR natural frequency
should be tuned to the natural frequency of the cable. As a result, when the excitation
frequency is away from the cable natural frequency, the cable itself will not vibrate much
and MR component with small current will be enough to reduce the vibration. When the
excitation frequency is close to the cable natural frequency, which is also the same as the
TMD-MR natural frequency, the TMD component of the TMD-MR damper will reduce
the cable vibration while the vibration will be transferred to the TMD-MR damper, which
should be dissipated by MR component with a relatively large current. This is the ideal
situation. However, in the practical situation, the TMD component cannot be tuned
exactly the same as the natural frequency of the cable because the cable natural frequency
may change due to various reasons such as deterioration. Also, when the excitation has a
wide frequency range and the TMD component cannot be efficient for such a wide
frequency range, the MR component should take more responsibility and help tune the
TMD-MR natural frequency.

The plot of RMS (Root Mean Square) of the acceleration time history leads to the
same observation as that of the maximum acceleration in Fig. 25. The plots of RMS are
given in Appendix E.
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Future Work and lmPlementation

ThewritenbelievethattheproposedTMD.MR-dampersystemshouldbe
developed further a t pttrltJp.qql+t the experimentalverification and more work

needs to be done a ".är". 
mis goat. This includes a detailed design and manufacturing

of a prototype TMD-M{ ¿u*pti application and evaluation of the proposed damper in

the field, aiïeil as corroboration of the research results'

TMD-MR Damper Design and Fabrication consideration

As stated earlier, the TMD-MR damper has twO 
_ 
important components to

collaborate each other. The required spring ó*ttunt- should be relatively small and

fatigue concern should be taken into accorlt since the cable vibration is a frequent

pn.îoln.non. The TMD:MR damper needs to have a good balance of those parameters

discussed in Appendix c. teating problem, whióh was experienced-.when the

investigation group manufactured ttre tr{n Oamper, should not be a problem for a

professional munufu.torrr. Thus, it is more appropriate to cooperate with Lord

ðorporation or othermanufacturers of MR dampers, to reduce the manufacturing cost'

Field Verification

It is proposed that further research work should be carried out to verify the

effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper system in controlling one or more cable vibrations

in the field. severut .uut.-røyea urioges have been monióred, measured and- evaluated

recently with different retrofirt methoás in Alabama and Texas' There may be a good

chance to veriff the effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper system'

Dissemination of Resea rch Findings

A large impediment to adopting new techniques is that practicing engineers are

not readily exposed to the information. It is thus important to disseminate the research

results. A presentation was made in the lTth ASCE Èngineering Mechanics Conference

at university of oelaware, June 2004. Aposter was shownin the Economic Development

Assistantship demonstration hosted by Làuisiana State University and the Department of

Economic O"u"fop-ent of Louisiana. Two more abstracts have been submitted to

conferences 
""d 

td;;l;rnal papers directly or indirectly related to the present research

are under review. A websiti at http://www.cee.liu.edu/-cailwwj.htm is under

construction to introduce the research'
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Summary and Conclusion

The concept of developing an adjustable TMD-MR damper system has been
investigated to help redr¡ce the cable.vibration and the vibration reduction efficiency has
been discussed theoretically and verified experimentally. From the investigation of
individual MR dampers, cable dynamics with and without TMD-MR damper, several
suggestions and conclusions can be obtained as follows: :,\

affect the ouþut damping force of MR dampers to different extents. With an

increase of currents, meaning an increase of the magnetic field, the ouþut damping
force increases accordingly. The maximum ouþut damping force is almost a
piecewise linear function of the provided current. Loading frequency does not
affect significantly the ouþut damping force, especially when the current is
relatively high. Different loading waves (excitations) affect the ouþut damping
force, and the shape of the displacement-force curves. Therefore, attention must be
paid when the displacement-force curve is used, for example, in a time history
analysis. Temperatures affect the ouþut damping force in a modest way.

dampers, the frequencies obt¿ined from the theoretical calculation are reasonably
close to the corresponding values obøined from experimental measurements.

dampers can reduce the cable vibration effectively, regardless of free vibration or
forced vibration. A MR damper can provide considerable damping even when it is
in its passive mode. Generally speaking, the reduction effect of MR dampers
increases with the increase of the current especially in the resonant and forced
vibrations, but some saturation effect was observed. The damper is most effective
for the resonant vibration cases. When the external loading frequency is away from
the resonant frequency or when the vibration is small, the reduction becomes less
effective. With the installation of the MR damper, the frequency of the cable-MR
system becomes larger than that of the pure cable.

process. Some factors even contradict each other. Balance among all the factors
should be made to design an appropriate MR damper.

damping is affected by the damper location, TMD-MR damping, and frequency
ratio between the TMD-MR damper and the cable. Based on the theoretical
analysis, for the first mode vibration, the TMD-MR damper is most effective when
it is located at the mid-span of the cable; the reduction effect increases with the
increase of the TMD-MR damping.
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achieve the best.ffttt on the cable vibration reduction, it is recommended that the

nutorut frequency of the TMD-MR damper be close to that of the cable' When the

excitation ftequéory is away from the cable natural frequency, the MR component

will contribute mainly by providing an additional damping and the TMD-MR

damper should be seiín t¡r þassive mode. In those non-resonant or small vibration

,urri, the excitation force is-too small to overcome the viscous or friction force and

increasing the current of the MR damper will tend to lock the damper's movement

and thus ãeteriorate the damping effeðts. When the excitation frequency is close-to

the cable natural frequency, the TMD component will contribute mainly by

transferring the vibratìoo .n..gy from the cable to the damper and the MR

,o*ponrni will work by proviãing an additional damping and changing natural

frequency of TM-MR damPer as well.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Some Experimental Results of lndividual MR

Dampers

Resulús of MR RD'1005'3
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Appendix B: Some More Experimental Results of Cable'MR
System of Forced Vibration
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Appendix G: Details for Adjustable TMD'MR Damper Design

As stated previously, MR damper design consists of two steps: geometry design

and magnetic circuit design. Lord Corporation Engineering Note (1999) provides much

information about the design procedure. The main process is summarized and the detailed

design and analysis done by the investigation group are provided here for reference.

Geometry Design

Most MR dampers used in civil engineering are pressure driven flow mode

though some other types are applied in other areas. Fig. C-l shows an actual pressure

driven flow damper and its magnetic circuit.

According to fluid dynamics analysis (Yang 2001), the pressure drop developed

in the pressure driven flow mode is assumed as the sum of a viscous component ÂPo and

a field dependent induced yield stress component ÂP,. Therefore, the pressure drop can

be expressed as:

LP=LPN*LP'=W-ry (c-l)

In Eq. (C-l), Q is the volumetric flow rate while c is a constant mainly

determined by the ratio AP, / LP,t. It is chosen as 2.5 in the TMD-MR system design in

the present study.

The minimum active fluid volume V and the dynamic range ), are introduced to
get some insight of the parameter variation. The former is the volume of MR fluid
exposed to the magnetic field and thus is responsible in providing the desired MR effect.
The latter is defined as the ratio between a controllable component and an unconhollable
component. After some simplifications, the following equation can be derived:

Fig. C-l: Actual Pressure Driven Flow MR Fluid Damper
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r =*(+Y'w^ G-2)
r;

In Eq. (c-2), /c is a constant and v = Lwg is the necessary active fluid volume in

order to achieve the desired contol ratio ). at-a required contollable mechanical power

level W. =gN". Also, the following equations can be obtained'

k =l2l c2 , 1= N, I M, , wgz =Ïr1r^n

Eqs. (C-2) and (c-3) provide geometric constrains for MR devices based on MR

fluid properties and tfrr ¿6iit'¿ ratio oi dynamic range. If the required parameters such as

the mechanicat powei level, the desired control ratio, the volumetric flow rate and the

material properties utr rp..intd, the dimensions of the MR damper can be calculated by

using the .orr.rponding,'equations. MuVþ. the existing design method can be improved

by using ouþut d"tó-iri fä;;e al a reqiired nqamete! directly, but the discussion of the

ãiti*ufî.tiþ methôd ii out of the scope of this investigation.

MR Damper Magnetic Circuit Design

The objective of the magnetic circuit design is to determine necessary amp-turns

(NI) to provide a suificient mafrretic field for tUn nuid. Therefore, the magnetic circuit

design is also important ror liR dampers. An optimal design of th9 la.gnetic circuit

,rquî.r maximiziig-ttte magnetic fieldìnergy in the fluid gap while minimizethe energy

lost in steel flux .on¿uit anã regions of noriworking areas' Low carbon steel' which has

high magnetic permefifity *à'saturation, is usedãs a magnetic flux conduit to guide

and focus magnetic flux into the fluid gap'

The typical design process for a magnetic circuit is:

(1) Choose a desired yield stress 70, and determine the corresponding magnetic induction

B, inthe MR fluid from Fig. C-2(a)'

(2) Determine the magnetic field intensity H ¡ in the MR fluid from Fig' c-2(b)'

(3) According to the continulty of magnetic induction flux, we have the following

equation' 
e=BrAr=',A, (c-4)

where ,4, is the effective pole area including the fringe of magnetic flux and l, is the

steel area. consequently the magnetic induction B" in the steel is given by:

(c-3)

(c-5)nr=84
A,

(4) Determine the magnetic field intensity I/" in the steel, using Fig. c-2(c)'

(5) By using Kirchoffs's Law of magnetic circuits, the necessary number of amp-turns

(NI) is
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Fig. C-2: Magnetic Desþ Information (Courtesy of Lo¡d Corporation)
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othereffectsshouldalsobeconsideredduringthecircuitdesignprocess,suchas
non-linear magnetic proprrtitt of the MR fluid and steel, possible losses at the junctions

and boundaries, limits on voltagr, ,rrornt, ild induõtance, possible inclusion of

Dermanent magnets for-fait-sate opãration, and eddy currents' However' those factors are

ãut of the scoPe of this studY.

Pressure Driven Ftow Damper Design

Based on the cable experimental dat¿ obtained previously and-the fluid material

properry of rvrnr-¡¡ãÃG provided by Lord Corpoiation, we define the required

parameters to match the cable as,

¡¡1 =ltt,t,=HÍg+H"L
i

p" =50Nf 60mm2 æ 800000Pa

Assume the cable frequency is about 4 Hz' and the amplitude of cable

about I mm, then the maximum volumetric flow rate is about'

Q^o =ZnfaAo =2x3.14159x4x1x 60 ¡v l500mm3 / s

TheminimumactivefluidvolumeVcanbecalculatedas,

v = n (4) ztp, Q ^o = # "(#r r r, )' I 0 x 8 0 00 0 0 x I 5 00 = 4 5' 5 m m3

T;

(c-6)

Table C-1: Assumed Design Parameter

Assume that the active pressure drop area lo is about 60 mm2, the demanded

pressure droP is determined as,

(c-7)

vibration is

(c-8)

(c-e)

Outer Diameter (dr )

Using Eq. (C-3), we get,
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wsz =+"(t)" Axe^u=*.(#)-,0.1500 = 6.4 (c-r')

Followed the procedure explained earlier, we obtain,

g =0.36mm ,L =2.5mm (c-11)

From Fig. C-3, the magnetic field intensity is 175 kAmp/m for the assumed

valuer, =45000pa-According to Eqs. (C-5) and (C-6), we can finally determine that

the necessary number of amp-turns (ND is about 90. Consequently, if the maximum

current provided to the MR damper is 0.5 ampere, then the turn number can be

determined as 180.

100 200 250 350 400

H (kAmp/m)

Fig. C-3: Yield Stress Versus Magnetic Field Intensity of MRF-334G
(Courtesy of www.lord.com)

Following the procedure explained above, all the parameters for the geometry

and magnetic circuit designs can be obt¿ined. Nevertheless, if we want to have an

optimal design, we need to know the relationships between the variations of the design

parameters and those assumed parameters in Table C-1. Table C-2 gives the changing

rule of these parameters (dependency of the variables). In this table, f is the

corresponding cable vibration frequency and d is the interval for magnetic coil winding.
All the other variables have been defined earlier. In the table below, the symbols "J",
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".+" and "f" mean that the correspOnding value will decrease, remain unchanged' and

increase, respectivelY'

Table C-2: Variety Rute for MR Design Parameter

v g L N F, F,1 Í

aP'1 J
.H i e I J <+

Q^*1 J J t I e <-) t

)"1 J J i I e 1
e

dtI <J 1 1 1 J I 1

Trl 1 1 1 1
,S e (:+

41 J J i t s ++ J

d1 J <-) <+ i <-t +à e

t1 e J J i 1 1 t

r+1 e e <-) 1 1 1 J
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Appendix D: Theoretical Solution of Gable-TMD-MR System

Cable Dynamics

There arc a large amount papers in the literature discussing cable static and
dynamic problems. By 1788, Lagrange and others had obtained solutions of varying
degrees of completeness for the vibrations of an inextensible, massless string with hung
on weights and fixed ends. These supplementary weights need a discretization model of
the cable continuum- In 1820, Poison proposed a set of general partial differential
equations of the motion of a cable element under the action of a general force system.
However, apart from Lagrange's work on the equivalent discrete system, solutions for the

sagging cable were unknown at that time (Starossek, 1994). Routh (1955) gave exact

solutions for an inextensible sagging cable. Before 1970s, there was no explanation on

the obvious discrepancy between the theories of an inextensible sagging cable and a taut
cable. Irvine and Caughey Q97$ revealed an extensive comprehension of the linear
theory of free vibrations of a rigidly supported horizontal cable with a ratio of sag to span

from approximately 1:8 or less. With a parameter representing the geometry and
elasticity of the cable under consideration, they pointed out that if the elasticity is
considered, the discrepancy could be explained. Later on, lrvine extended the theory to
inclined cables by neglecting the weight component parallel to the cable chord (Irvine
1978). Triantafyllou (198a) derived a more precise asymptotic solution for small-sag,
inclined, elastic cables. He demonshated that inclined cables have different properties so

that the horizontal cable results can't be simply extended to inclined cables. Nevertheless,
validity of lrvine's theory was confirmed for a wide range of parameters.

Based on the previous extensive investigation on cable dynamics, Main and Jones
(2002a,2002b) discussed a horizontal cable with a viscous damper. In their investigation,
they assumed that the tension in the cable is large compared to its weight, bending
stiffrress and intrinsic damping of cable are negligible, and deflections are small.
Following their procedure, some theoretical discussions will also be carried out in this
investigation.

Theoretical Derivation

As stated previously, the equation of motion of the cable-TMD-MR system can be

expressed as:

(D-1)

Traditionally, variable separation method is used to solve Eq. (D-l), meaning that
the solution is assumed to have the following form:
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(D-3)

Fronr the boundary conditions, we have,

vr(0,u) =0, k=L'2 (D-4)

From the continuity of the cable at the conjunction point of the two segments' we

have,

vr(l,r) =vz(lz't) = Y(r) (D-5)

which means though the amplitude of the damper y vanes with time, the cable deflection

is continuous for the two segments.

With these boundary and continuity conditions, the cable displacement can be

expressed as,

vr(x,r) =Vk(xk)e" (D-2)

where s is a dimensionless eigenvalue that is complex in general, while Zt is the mode

shape of the cable vibration. Substituting Eq. (D-2) into Eq' (D-1) yields the following

ordinary differential equation:

ry=(l)'vr

vr(x,t)=r<Offi (D-6)

Also, considering the vertical equilibrium condition at the hang-on point of the

TMD-MR damPer, we have,

't+1,,=,, 
-*1,,,,) = K(v'l''=" -v') +'(+1,=^-!t (D-7)

On the other hand, from the equilibrium of the damper system itself, we have,

K(v, 1,,=,, - v ) + rr*1,=,,- +, -, 4 = o (D-8)

where, v, is the vertical displacement of the TMD-MR damper system and K, c and

M arestiffness, damping coefficient and mass of the damper system, respectively'

Since only the steady-state response is taken into account, it is reasonable to

assume that the damper system has the same vibration pattern as the cable vibration at the

place where it hangi on. According to this assumption, the displacement of the damper

system can be exPressed as,
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va = þy(r) (D-9)

where the constant B isthe amplitude ratio between the vibration of the damper and

corresponding cable point.

From Eq. (D-8), and also denote K = Mú and C =ZMoa€,we can express B

as:

p (D-10)

in which, ø, is the natural frequency of the damper, f is the damping ratio, and p =%
ú)d

can be viewed as a ratio between the cable frequency and the damper frequency'

Substituting p into Eq. (D-9) and then into Eq. (D-7)' we have:

cotrr(f) + coth(+t. 
Ç {ffi = o (D-l l)

From this transcendental equation, s can be obtained if the cable and damper

parameters are specified.

Usually, the complex value s can be expressed as the sum of its real part and its

imaginary part as:

s,=o,+i9,

where the subscript Í corresponding to the ith mode. o, and 9,

j = J-t. The system damping is defined as,

_ t+2€ø
l+2(p+ p's'

ç =15+t)-'''oi

(D-12)

are both real values, and

(D-13)

Treating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (D-l l) separately, we can obt¿in:

sinh(Zno,lr l L) * sinh(2no,lr l L)

cosh(Zno,l, I L) - cos(2øçÄ I L) cosh(2to,l2l L) - cos(2nq'lr l L)

ttM,o, + o,t 1l6p¡ + o,t (p' + 4€' p' ) + e,' o,(pt + q6'?t)

Lm' (t+Z(po, + p'o: - p'p,')' +(24pp, +2p2p,o,)2

. a,o(26pt)+e,'o,'(4€pt)+e,o(z€pt) \-n* .,-"
(D-14)
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- 2 sin(Z nQ,/, i I) cosh(2 tto,l, I L) - 2 sin(2 nq,l 
" 

I L) cash(Ltto,l, I L) + 2

("*h(r"",il ¿) - .* (Zøp/ r/ ¿)Xoosh(2 øo,1, I L) - cos(2øç'1, I L\l

ø,r p, + p,o, (4€p) + rp,o,' (+âp - +-€pt ) ! q," ?,' (4€' p' - p' ) + ç,t !4ä' p' - p\ 
- o

L^- O*zør,* P'4 i P'P,')' +(2€PPt+2P2ç,o,)z
(D-15)

These equations are solved numerically and some of the results have been discussed

earliEr in thetext
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Appendix E: Some More
System

Experimental Results of Gable-TMD-MR
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Fig. E-l: RMS Acceleration of Cable-TMD-MR System under Different
Experimental Setup (a) Cable, (b) TMD-MR
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